
Programmes

• The aim of my doctoral dissertation is to examine the
factors influencing communication in agricultural
organisations, on the basis of  professional literature and
my own observations. 

• My aim was to define and explain the idea of leader
communication using data from the literature and
theoretical approximations.

• The aim of leader observations was to analyse and
evaluate leader activities, the composition and the
structure and rates of leader activities by the time-study
and content analysis of communication. My aim was to
form a research method by interaction examinations that
can be suitable for making management examinations.
Based on these data, I performed cluster analyses and
possibility estimations.

• The final aim of my examinations was to analyse the
influential factors of leader communications.

2.  Literary overvie

Communication is not separated from management.
Communication is management or more precisely,
management is communication. If we want to lead people
correctly, we have to communicate correctly (D’Aprix,
1982). It is evident that the realisation of management
activities is possible by communication. If this is true, then
we must accept as fact that the activities of managers can be
examined by how they communicate. The statement that
management is communication is too brief. Management is
more than just communication, because it contains such
elements as personality and style. It is obvious that these
factors emerge in communication.

Communication skills are a fundamental part of every
managerial activity. Many people think communication is
simple because they communicate without conscious
thoughts or efforts. However, communication is usually
complex, and the opportunities for sending or receiving the
wrong messages are innumerable (Daft, 1997). According to
Hackley (2005) bad communication is the reason behind
many negotiation mistakes, so it is important to learn to
communicate in a way that we should reach the result we
expected. 

According to Mintzberg (1978), the greatest part of
managerial activities is said to be verbal communications.
Other examinations argue that the mean time of a leader is
split between similar communication forms (figure 1). This
division shows that listening to others is the most important
part; minimally, it is the most substantial part of managerial
communication. On average, a leader uses 75% of his
communication time by speaking and listening (Berde,
2003).

Roóz (2001) thinks the reason for the crucial importance
of management in organisational communication is the high
loss of information at different managerial levels (figure 2). 
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Figure 1: Leader’s time division between communication forms 
Source: Berde (2003)
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Data in the chart show what an important role top
managerial level has in the success of communication.
Information filtering processes in downward and upward
communication are equally relevant. We are neither perfect
information senders nor perfect information receivers.
Consequently, it is hard enough to receive and perfectly
repeat a message when distributing it to other persons. We
filter one part of the message and consciously or
unconsciously add our prejudices. The same applies to
downward communication in organisations, when
information goes from the council of directors through
assistant managers, CEO, factory directors, factory leaders to
workers: communication loses 80% of its information
content. Such a high rate of information loss endangers the
activity of an organisation.

Different managerial levels have different information
needs. The managerial pyramid can illustrate the flow of
information between different levels. Anthony (1965) first
introduced this model and it proved to be the most suitable
approach, if we examine traditionally constructed
organisations from a managerial viewpoint (figure 3).

It seems obvious that by going up on this pyramid,
required and provided information changes towards

financial, business-political and marketing-political fields.
At the same time, subfields should be continuously
connected: this means a kind of informational integration. 

We distinguish between inner and outer communication
circles in corporate communication. Outer communication
circles refer to corporate relationships outside the company.
Inner communication circles are oriented to form
relationships inside organisations and, in this way, they have
great influence on coordinating the organisation’s function
(Gróf, 2001). 

At the top managerial level, information cannot go into
details. The widest connections should always be
summarised into reports and main points should be
highlighted by offering solutions for the given situations. The
middle managerial level generally deals with more
organisational units, groups. These require separated/
individual direction and information on coordination at the
same time (Lawler and Rhode, 1976). Information received
by middle level managers should be properly detailed and
precisely reported. According to Dobay (1997) one cannot
perform an intervening managerial activity from a late,
wrongly formatted report. So the most important factor at
this level is timeliness, planning and compliance with them.

Bottom level managers deal with directing direct
subordinates. At this level, information supply should be
adequate to solve production level problems on the spot.

Leader communication is a decisive part of organisational
communication, in which the communicational specialities
of realizing leader activities emerge. Since both internal and
external information target managers, at the top manager it
reaches its highest concentration. Therefore, the top manager
is in the centre of both communicational systems (figure 4).
In the performance and direction of internal and external
communicational processes, top managers and owners have a
determining role. 

Information for top managers has to be highly selected in
the case of the efficient communication. In internal upward
communication the concentration and elaboration of
information are increasing as the information reaches higher
levels of hierarchy, so information gets to the top manager in
the most concentrated, most elaborated and selected form.
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Figure 3: Managerial pyramid according to Anthony (1965)
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This selection is made by external communication channels
on a low level, so it is practical to establish such an
organisational part that monitors, collects and selects this
information. Bigger organisations can employ internal staff
or internal organisation for this function, but micro, small,
and medium enterprises must use this as a service using
external organizations.

According to Haire (1977), the most important and most
trustful exercise is to realise and utilize communication
systems. By communication, managers control the work of
subordinates, define the aims of organisations and work-
groups, and inform the subordinates on their expectations
and on the instruments and resources they have. Effective
and productive organisational function is unimaginable
without adequate internal communication. 

3. Precedents and applied methods

I did my research as part of the “Functional examination
of agricultural corporate management” research
programme, worked out by the Department of Management
Sciences at University of Debrecen in 1994. My research
area formed a part of investigations on organisational
management, called organisational communication. I
conducted surveys as a part of this theme about professional
and leader communications.

I made my observations on leader communications in 6
six corporations in the North Great Plain Region, from 2002
to 2005. The selection of examined corporations was based
on two points:

1. The Owner must be the superior leader of the
organization. Of the studied organizations, five had
just one owner and in one organization, the biggest
part was lead by owners.

2. Another important viewpoint was the income. As
regards income and result, the examined corporations
were medium sized corporations in the county. The
income of the corporations almost reached or passed
the 2 billion HUF. 

The aim of the research is to show and analyse prime and
subordinate managers’ activities and management practices
in the examined organisations by communication
examinations on diversified managers. 

The basis of my investigations was Mintzberg’ study
(1979), which observed all the activities performed by five
leaders and recorded their time values. His research showed
first of all that data could feature leader communication.
Based on this examination, he defined and sorted leader
functions. Therefore, we can make statements on the parts
and exercises of leader activities by the observation and
analysis of leader communication.

In leader communication examinations, I measured and
analysed the time period of communication parts. The time
periods were based on time-work studies.

In the observations, my aim was to examine the
prevalence of communication activities by the time value
analyses and time period analyses of communication parts.

I made my time period analysis with both superior and
subordinate leaders for five workdays. The total observation
time was 36 359 minutes, which is more than 600 hours.

Grouping the communication elements by time period
does not give a good chance to examine leader activities
realized by communication. Thus, I realized the analysis of
all communication interactions by the data of workday
recording. I called this “interaction examination”. The aim of
these examinations was to identify the most important
realized activities by the observed leaders, to make
conclusions that could be used to make leader activities more
rationalized and more effective. Through my observations,
I identified 4797 interactions in the six corporations.

Preparation and analysis based on leader communication
examinations:

• With descriptive statistical methods: time value analysis
on superior leaders’ communication, time value analysis
on subordinate leaders, comparative analysis of time
value in superior and subordinate leaders’ communi-
cation, characterization of  interactions by superior and
subordinate leaders, comparison of the number of
interactions in superior and subordinate leaders’
communication. 

• I made feasibility evaluations by log-linear methods and I
created the next models from my examination: a model
set up for communication modes and leader types, a
model for communication modes and leader types
regarding organizations, a model for interactions and
leader types, a model for interactions and leader types
regarding organizations.

Due to the nature of my research and the applied
examination methods used, I collected different data about
different models with different methods. I had to use diverse
mathematical and statistical research methods because of the
character, the nature, the grouping and evaluating potentials
of the collected data. The data collected in leader
communication examinations were evaluated with cluster-
analysis and log-linear evaluation.

Log-linear analysis

I made interaction examinations by leader communi-
cation observation, time study and leader communication
content analysis. I tried to find the answer as to how often
different leader activities appear in leaders’ work. I based the
log-linear analysis on collected interaction data. I analyzed
the time values of communication modes and the interaction
data of observed organisations and leaders with the General
Log linear Analysis method. I used LEM (Log linear and
event history analysis with missing data using EM algorithm)
software Vermunt (1997). The log-linear method is a
multivariable frequency table analysis that can determine the
probability of a factor getting into the cells of the table.

The main aim of the log-linear analysis is to find the best
model suited for the mass of data, which is not much different

Examination of leader communication in agriculture
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from a “full saturation” model. Generally, I used few variables
in my models, so I used full saturation models where there was
not any chance of limitation. This is why this method best
suited my aims and revealed the relations I expected.

In addition to the log-linear analysis, I found it appropriate
to forecast the cell frequency in case of the six organisations in
the sample. My aim was to demonstrate the relative
importance of different independent variables (communication
mode, interaction) by the forecast of dependent variable values
(hours spent on communication modes, number of
interactions). The accuracy of models was tested by a
reliability test method called „likelihood ratio test”.

The log-linear analysis analyzes tables without the
demand to give a dependent variable. The observed
frequencies stand in the centre of the method, which is
absolutely suitable for my research and establishes the
accuracy and usage of the method. By the analysis we can
demonstrate frequencies from the table with parameters that
we can explain. The aim of the analysis is not to find and
explain parameters that are not equal with zero. 

The general form of the model:

Log mijk = u + λi
A + λj

B + λk
C + λij

AB + λik
AC + λik

BC + λikj
ABC

where:
mijk is the frequency of the ijk

cell of the table that 
consists of i * j * k cells

λ parameters belong to the
effect of appropriate
variables

u constant parameter

In case of leader communication
examinations:

A communication modes and
number  of interactions

B type of leader
C examined organisations

The log-linear analysis is not
a general method, because it can
be established with special
software and it is difficult to
explain parameters, especially in
SPSS. LEM is one of the most
important types of software for
probability estimations. In the
model, we can set the number of
variables (lab), how variables
exist in the model (man), the
number of variable categories
(dim) and the model itself. The
software calculates the condi-
tional probability by these
inputs.

The use of the log-linear analysis can be considered new
in this research area; very few people performed this kind of
examination in foreign and domestic studies. Domestic
studies are mostly methodical innovations and they are
accomplished in economic, biological and social research
areas. I would say that in the area of management sciences
until now, the log-linear method has not been used. I could
not find traces of it in the technical literature.    

4. The main conclusions

In leader communication examinations, I tried to find the
answers for the importance and role of the communication in
leader activities, the time values and different communi-
cation methods in leader activities. 

The distribution of data and ranking by the average time
value of the examined methods is shown in Table 1. The five
days I spent on observing superior leaders were substantially
longer than the observation time for subordinate leaders. The
reason for this difference is that while subordinate leaders
have fixed working time schedules, superior leaders have
flexible working times. This means that superior leaders’
working time is determined by the problems they have to
solve. A daily 12–14 hour working time is average, but 23
hours were observed as well. The observed leaders worked
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Table 1: Time values in superior leaders’ communication 
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an average of 3216 minutes a week; that means 10 hours and
43 minutes’ working time per day. I presume that zeal for
hard work is the result of possessing an owner’s stake.
Unofficial communication with subordinates inside
organizations has the highest rate in the ranking of all the 6
leaders. It can be concurred with the theory that the highly
important factor for superior leaders is to get information
inside their corporation. Unofficial or official verbal
communication with clients got the highest qualification in 5
organisations. Owner leaders show primary competency in
the range of communications outside the corporation, and it
is typical that these activities are delegated on a low level.

On the basis of the results, it can be concluded that the
examined leaders spend the least time with written
communication and non-official direct verbal commu-
nication. Having surveyed the pairs, it can be stated that they
spend the third least time on reading.  The examination of
rates in organizational dissociation reading has the lowest
rate in two organizations and incoming telephone calls have
the lowest rate in three organizations.

For all subordinate leaders, “direct, official, inside-
corporation” communication methods have the longest
periods (Table 2). The next is “statement without commu-

nication”. They spend the least
time on “granting others”,
“incoming telephone calls” and
“direct verbal communication
with official organisations”.
They have official conversations
with superior leaders. They
spend most of their time on
“communication with subordi-
nates” and “statement without
communication”.

As my comparative exami-
nation shows, upper level
leaders have fewer tasks, but
their specific time usage for
these tasks is much higher.
Upper level leaders have
problems that need more time to
solve, but they are strategically
important and significant from
the aspect of the organisation.
The activity of subordinate
leaders is the reverse, meaning
that they solve more problems,
but their specific time usage is
lower. 

My time-study observations
of leaders’ tasks provided an
opportunity to make interaction
examinations on communi-
cations. A communication
process can be defined as an
interaction between participants.
Having examined the subject of
interaction, I could identify the

types of leader tasks. Based on the results of these exami-
nations, I demonstrated how often and how importantly
leaders’ tasks emerge in leaders’ activities and the types of
correspondences and differences in the activities of different
leader levels.

As my findings suggest, there are low rates and numbers
of interactions in the communication of upper leaders (figure
5). This means that they make relatively few decisions, but
these decisions are very important for the organisation and
tend to solve problems. The rates of subordinate leaders’
interactions show that their competence is strongly limited to
realize technological processes.

If we compare the interactions of leaders, we can state
that official conversations have the biggest rate, more than
1/5, independently from assignments. We can observe the
biggest difference in the comparison of the direction of
information flow outside corporations, because it is four
times higher for superior leaders than for subordinate ones.
The ratio of meetings for superior leaders is five times more
but the ratio of information flow inside corporations is more
significant in the case of superior leaders as well. Non-
official conversations have almost equal ratio in leader
communication. The proportion of other interactions was

Examination of leader communication in agriculture
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higher unambiguously for subordinate leaders. The biggest
difference is observed in the ratio of monitoring, because it is
two times higher for subordinate leaders than for owners.

I performed log-linear examinations on the basis of the
data I collected from my leader communication examina-
tions. My aim was to examine the probability of leader
interactions in different assignment leaders in the six studied
organisations. I analysed the number of interaction data for
every observed organisation and leader by the method of
General Log linear Analysis. With the LEM software I
constructed a probability theory for interaction data. The
program part of the model set up for interactions and leader
types:

where:
man 3 A    the types of interaction (11)
dim 11 2 6 B    observed leaders (superior, subordinate) (2)
lab A B C C    observed organisations (6)
mod B/A B/A connections between leaders and 

interactions, conditional probability

From the output of the running programme we can
establish the probability percentage of interactions for
different leaders. On the basis of the results, I made the
following statements:

Of the identified 11 interaction types, only two have
higher probability ratios for superior leaders. The chance
of receiving information outside the corporation is triple
(74.14%), meeting has four times higher chances in
superior leaders than in subordinate leaders.
An observation on the chances of monitoring interactions
shows they are the highest for subordinate leaders
(77.32%); this means three times higher results than for
superior leaders. Next is conflict management (71.02%)
compared to organisations (70.51%). For these, the
chances are two times higher than for subordinate
leaders.
Occurrence probability for other interactions is under
70% for subordinate leaders. The probability of meeting

and sitting is 66.59%, order and disposal are 63.22%,
decision making is 62.96% and non-official conversation
is 61.63%.
Information flow inside corporations and decision
planning (56.52%) has the lowest ratio (54.52%), so the
chance to identify these interactions for subordinate
leaders is merely 4–6% higher.

The other model made for interactions and leader types
was completed by organisations. The program part is:

man 3 where:
dim 11 2 6 B/AC is conditional probability in connection 
lab A B C between interactions and leaders considering
mod B/A organisations, where AC means common

occurring probability.  

The running results of the programme show the
occurrence probability of identified interactions by
organisations and leaders. The log-linear analysis
strengthens the results of descriptive statistical methods. On
the basis of the analysis of the observed organisations, it can
be established that the probability to find superior leaders at
meetings or identifying information flow outside corporation
occurred during a visit. The probability of organisational,
monitoring and conflict management interactions is higher
for subordinate leaders.

5. Summary

I made my own definition for the examined leader
communication on the grounds of the literature and
theoretical examinations. Leader communication is a
determining part of organisational communication, in which
the communicational specialities of realizing leader activities
emerge. Leader communication is mainly important from the
viewpoint of operating the organisation, because it has a
central position in communication, in both incoming and
outgoing information for leaders. Information reaches the
highest concentration at the level of superior leaders.
Superior leaders are in the centre of the two communications.

It can be established on the basis of the communication
examination results on upper leaders that they are over-
accused. Their average work time in the examination period
was 10–12 hours. The reason for this situation is that they do
not delegate their tasks or they do not divide their tasks
properly. Their communication leader tasks are not
differentiated suitably according to their positions, so they
take care of each identified leader task on equal level. This
means there is a tendency that they take over some tasks from
lower levels of management, rather than delegate their own
tasks.

It can be established that a communication activity which
is absolutely the competency of superior or subordinate
leaders does not exist. Based on the result of interaction
examinations on superior leaders’ interactions, the diagram is
not in harmony with their activities. It can be concluded that
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Figure 5: Comparison of superior and subordinate leaders’ interactions
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there is harmony between decision making, meeting and
conflict management interactions and assignments for
superior leaders. There is a contradiction in the ratio of
getting information inside and outside corporations. The
ratio of organisational, monitoring and order interactions is
similarly high.
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